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ABSTRACT

Creativity is an ability that is needed in solving a problem. A person's creativity in solving problems can be assessed using three components namely fluency, flexibility, and novelty. Someone in solving problems can be influenced by the adversity quotient they have. There are three categories of adversity quotient namely quitter, camper, and climber. This type of research is a qualitative research method descriptive. This study aims to describe the creativity of elementary school students in solving contextual geometry problems based on adversity quotient. The subjects in this study were three people consisting of quitter subjects, camper subjects, and climber subjects. Data is collected through adversity Response Profile (ARP) tests, Problem Solving Tests (PST) and interviews. The results showed that the creativity of subjects with the quitter category in solving contextual geometry problems was not able to achieve fluency, flexibility, and novelty. The creativity of subjects with camper categories in solving contextual geometry problems only achieves fluency and flexibility. Whereas the creativity of subjects with climber types in solving contextual geometry problems is able to achieve fluency, flexibility, and novelty.
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INTRODUCTION

Thinking is one of the essential activities in human life. In general thinking is defined as a mental process that produces knowledge. Thinking consists of four levels proposed by Krulik & Rudnick (Siswono, 2018) namely recall, basic thinking, critical thinking, and creative thinking. It can be seen that of the four levels, creative thinking is the highest level of thinking. Creative thinking is inseparable from the term creativity where creativity is the product or result of creative thinking. Creative thinking is a mental activity carried out by someone in creating a new idea or concept to solve a problem by connecting the new idea or concept with previous ideas. Understanding creative thinking according to Gie (2003) is a variety of actions taken by someone using his mind to create something new from a collection of memories that contain ideas, information, concepts, experiences, and knowledge in his mind. In addition, the notion of creative thinking was also put forward by Weisberg (2006) that creative thinking refers to the processes to produce a creative product that is a new (innovative) work that is obtained from an activity that is directed according to its purpose. Based on the explanation of creative thinking and creativity above, it can be said that creativity and creative thinking are two different things but are interconnected conceptually. Through the process of creative thinking, a person will have the ability to create creative things so that he is considered to have creativity.

Creativity is one of the abilities needed by every individual today to face a challenge, given the development of science and technology that is increasingly advanced and has a significant impact, especially in the world of education. Giyono (2019) mentioned a number of unique skills that must be possessed by productive forces living in the 21st century, known as 21st Century Skills, one of which is creativity. This is also in accordance with the opinion of Akgul & Kahveci (2016) which states that "creativity is an invaluable skill for the new century" means that creativity is a very valuable skill in this century. In addition, according to Jagom (2015), creativity or the ability to think creatively is needed so that students can have the ability to obtain, manage and utilize information to survive in the present, which is always changing, uncertain, and competitive. For that, education is one of ways to make it happen because education has a very important role in meeting the needs of students in the future, in this case provision of life skills and thinking skills.

A person's creativity can be assessed at a level. To assess one's creativity, one can use three key components expressed by Silver (Siswono, 2018) namely fluency, flexibility, and novelty. The explanation can be seen in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components of Creativity</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fluency</td>
<td>Fluency refers to the ability to generate various ideas or ideas when responding to something</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>Flexibility refers to the ability to use different methods or strategies when responding to something</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novelty</td>
<td>Novelty is the ability to generate new or unusual ideas that are created when responding to commands</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Silver (1997)
One of the lessons that has an important role in developing student creativity is mathematics. In accordance with the opinion of Siswono (2004), that some abilities can be developed through mathematics education, one of which is creativity. While the others are the ability to think critically, systematically, logically, and the ability to work together. This is because mathematics has an important role in everyday life, so mathematics needs to be taught at all levels of formal education, from elementary schools to universities to equip students with the ability to think logically, analytically, systematically, critically, and creatively, as well as the ability good cooperation (Jagom, 2015).

Creativity in all fields is needed. However, creativity is one of the ability to think that until now is still not given maximum attention in mathematics learning where the teacher does not explore student creativity in solving problems. This is seen from the problems given by the teacher that only has one right answer. The teacher is also not accustomed to teaching mathematical problems that have more than one correct answer or method. Nakin (2003) in her thesis also stated that creativity is one of the abilities that is neglected in the classroom. Another problem with creativity was conveyed by Putri et al (2019) through the results of her research that students with high Adversity Quotient (AQ) and AQ were having moderate creative thinking skills, while students with low AQ had low creative thinking skills. Students did not achieve high creative thinking skills because they did not achieve a score of ≥ 66.8.

Contextual problems are believed to be used to foster or develop student creativity. This is in accordance with the opinion of Lutfianto et al (2013), problem solving using context is one of the ways that students can have the skills needed to live in the 21st century. Therefore, through contextual problem solving, students can develop their creativity. Problem solving in question is problem solving whose steps are described sequentially so that it can be clearly understood (Lakapu, 2018), while contextual problems are problems that use an environment that is close to student life (Soedjadi, 2007).

One of the materials that must be mastered by Elementary School students is geometry material. According to Susanah & Hartono (2004), geometry is a branch of mathematics that does not prioritize relationships between numbers, although using numbers but geometry studies the relationships between points, lines, angles, fields, and flat shapes and spaces. The purpose of teaching geometry in elementary schools refers to the structuring of reason and the formation of attitudes, also on the application and skills of geometry. In other words, the purpose of teaching geometry is to develop five basic abilities, namely visual, verbal, drawing, logic, and application (Mursalin, 2016). Wale et al (2013) revealed the importance of studying geometry because geometry is very closely related to our daily lives, geometry can develop problem solving skills, geometry plays an important role in learning other branches of mathematics, geometry can be used in everyday life and studying geometry very nice. Therefore, to develop student creativity in solving problems can use contextual geometry problems.

Each student must have their own abilities in dealing with obstacles and challenges or problems. The different abilities of each student can influence their creativity. This ability is called Adversity Quotient (AQ). Adversity Quotient is the ability possessed by individuals to be able to
survive in facing all problems or difficulties of life (Mulyadi & Mufita, 2006). Further said by Stoltz (2000) in his book that Adversity Quotient tells about how far a person is able to survive facing difficulties and able to overcome them, predict who is able to overcome difficulties and who will be destroyed, who will exceed expectations of performance and who fails. , and also predicts who will surrender and who will survive. Whereas Putri et al (2019), argue that Adversity Quotient is the ability to change, process problems or difficulties and make it a challenge that must be solved. The success of students in solving problems is influenced by the way students respond to difficulties encountered when searching for solutions to these problems (Afri, 2018). Furthermore, Aminarti, Bistari & Nursangaji (2016) said that the level of adversity quotient greatly influenced students' answers in solving mathematical problems. Stoltz grouped people based on the level of AQ into three groups namely quitter (low AQ), camper (medium AQ), and climber (high AQ).

Quitter types tend to stop when competitors continue to fight non-stop, avoid obligations, and back down. While the camper type is satisfied being or has reached a certain target, even though the goal to be achieved is still far, the reason is because they are bored choosing to stop, while the climber type will continue to fight, never give up in facing obstacles as challenges that must be solved. So this explanation shows that each person has a different level of AQ in solving problems.

Based on the description that has been described above, the researcher will conduct research with the aim to describe the creativity of elementary school students in solving contextual geometry problems based on Adversity Quotient.

RESEARCH METHOD

This type of research is a qualitative research with descriptive research methods. The goal is to describe the creativity of elementary school students in solving mathematical problems based on Adversity Quotient.

Subjects in this study were taken from 23 fourth grade students of Nunbaun Delha Inpres Elementary School, Kupang City, East Nusa Tenggara Province. Determination of the subject was carried out using an Adversity Response Profile (ARP) questionnaire consisting of 30 questions to group students into three categories of Adversity Quotient (AQ) namely quitter, camper, and climber. Determination of the research subject was also based on several criteria, namely willing to be the subject of research, can communicate both verbally and in writing, and on the consideration of the class teacher. Accordingly, one student from each group of AQ categories was chosen according to the criteria set to be the subject of the study. So the subjects in this study were one quitter student, one camper student, and one climber student. Quitter students who are selected as research subjects are students who have low academic achievement and are also quiet students. In classroom learning, the quitter subject is known as a student who has no curiosity. When there is something he does not understand, the subject of the quitter does not ask the teacher or his friends. In completing a given task, the quitter subject is often not responsible; Camper students who become research subjects are students who have moderate academic grades in class in semester 1 and 2. In learning activities, camper subjects are known as children who have little motivation and responsibility in completing assigned tasks. But the camper subject is slow in
thinking so when he feels bored, the camper subject decides to give up; while the climber students who are the subject of research are students who have high academic grades in the class. Climber subjects are known as students who have a strong curiosity, are quick to understand each teacher’s explanation, and are highly motivated and responsible for the tasks given.

The instruments in this study were the main instruments and supporting instruments. The main instrument is the researcher himself because the researcher designs the research, collects data, analyzes data, and reports the results. Whereas supporting instruments, including Adversity Response Profile (ARP), are used to group research subjects into three categories namely quitter, camper, and climber; Problem Solving Test (PST) which is a matter of solving mathematical problems related to geometry; interview guidelines; and recording devices. To collect research data, several techniques are used, namely the Adversity Response Profile (ARP) test, the Problem Solving Test (PST), and the interview. Based on the collected data, the subject of quitter, camper and climber creativity will be seen in accordance with the components of creativity namely fluency, flexibility and novelty. Fluency can be achieved if the subject gives a variety of answers or more than one correct answer. Flexibility can be achieved if the subject can solve a given problem by using various ways of working or solving different from the way used in problem a and has true value. While novelty can be achieved if in solving a problem can provide at least one problem solving in a new or original way of his own idea, not imitating others, and not following the pattern or rules given by the teacher. Then the data validity is checked by using triangulation. Triangulation used is technical triangulation in which at this stage the data obtained is obtained through the Problem Solving Test (PST), interviews, and documentation. After the data is declared valid, it is continued by analyzing the data through several stages, namely organizing and preparing data, reading the entire data, analyzing more details by coding data, applying data coding processes, presenting data in narrative form, and interpreting data.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Result

The results of this study indicate the creativity of quitter, camper, and climber subjects in solving geometrical contextual problems. Sourced from the analysis of data obtained from the three research subjects, the results show that the creativity of each subject is different. The subject of the climber can achieve all three indicators of creativity namely fluency, flexibility, and novelty. The camper subject achieves indicators of fluency and flexibility. Whereas the subject of the quitter does not reach all components of creativity.

1. The creativity of the quitter subject in solving contextual geometry problems

Quitter subject creativity can be assessed using the components of creativity namely fluency, flexibility, and novelty. The quitter subject in solving contextual geometry problems is unable to achieve fluency. The results of the work of the subject quitter on problem a show that the subject of the quitter understands the problem given so it makes the shape of the garden. The quitter subject drew three garden shapes namely rectangular, triangular and
square but did not calculate the area of the garden shape drawn (a). Based on the results of the interview, the *quitter* subject did not know how to calculate area.

The work of the *quitter* subject to problem b shows that the *quitter* subject is not able to achieve flexibility. Based on the results of his work, the *quitter* subject did not use a different way of working from the answer a (a). The *quitter* subject only chooses the garden shape he made in answer a, which is rectangular shape without showing a different way of working (b). Based on the results of the interview, the *quitter* subject did not understand the problem. In answer a, the *quitter* subject draws first then plans to calculate the area but is unable to calculate it, whereas in answer b the *quitter* subject does the same thing so it does not show a different way of working.

The work of the subject *quitter* on problem c shows that the subject of the *quitter* is not able to achieve novelty. Based on his work, the *quitter* subject understands the problem so that he draws a garden shape according to his own opinion, does not imitate another subject, and is not the same as what the teacher has taught. The shape of the garden is made in the form of two isosceles triangles whose sides are joined together (c). From the shape of the garden that has been made the subject of the *quitter*, then the area will be calculated, but in its work the subject of the *quitter* is unable to calculate it. Based on the results of the interview, the *quitter* subject did not know how to count them.

![Figure 1. Questions and Work Results of *Quitter* Subject Troubleshooting Tests](image)

2. **The camper subject's creativity in solving contextual geometry problems**

Camper subject creativity can be assessed using the components of creativity namely fluency, flexibility, and novelty. The *camper* subject in solving geometrical contextual problems is able to achieve fluency. The *camper* subject's work on problem a (a) shows that the *camper* subject understands the problem. The problem given is that subjects were asked to draw at least two forms of garden with an area of 200 m². In accordance with the results of their work, the *camper* subject first drew two different garden shapes namely rectangular shape and
isosceles triangle shape. After drawing the shape, the camper subject calculates the area using the rectangular area formula and the triangle area formula. In the rectangular shape, the long side is given a size of 100 m and the wide side is 2 m so that the area of the rectangular garden is 200 m². While in the triangle shape, the base side is given a size of 10 m and a height of 40 m, so the area of the triangle-shaped garden is 200 m².

The work of the camper subject on problem b (b) shows that the camper subject is able to achieve flexibility. The problem given to see the flexibility of research subjects is the subject asked to choose one of the forms of gardens that have been made in the answer a then show different ways of working to find a garden area of 200 m² from the answer to the problem a. Based on the results of his work, the camper subject uses a different way of working than the answer a. The camper subject chooses the shape of the garden he made in answer a, which is a triangle and then shows a different way of working. The answer to problem a, the camper subject makes the shape of the garden first and then calculates the area (a). While the answer to problem b, the subject calculates the area first and then makes the shape of the garden (b). The length of the base and the height of the garden shape are the same as the size in the answer a, that is 10 m and 40 m so that the area of the garden shape made is 200 m².

![Figure 2. Work Results of Camper Subject Troubleshooting Tests](image)

The work of the camper subject on problem c (c) shows that the camper subject is unable to achieve novelty. The problem given is asking students to create a new form of garden according to their own opinion, not imitating others, not the same as what the teacher has taught, and not the same as what was created in point a. Based on the work of the camper subject on problem c (c), it shows that the camper subject can make a new form of garden according to his own opinion, does not imitate other subjects, and is not the same as that which has been taught by the teacher. The shape of the garden is a rectangular shape that is joined by an isosceles triangle. The shape of the garden is then calculated using the formula for the area of a rectangle and the area of a triangle. But in calculating the area, the camper subject is not able to determine the exact size of the side to find the area of the shape of the garden which is 200 m². The length of the rectangular side is given 100 m and the width is 1 m while in
the triangle, the base side is given 10 m so that the size is not the same as the width of the specified rectangle that is 1 m then the height of the triangle is given 20 m.

3. The creativity of subject climber in solving contextual geometry problems

Climber subject in solving contextual geometry problems, able to achieve the components of fluency, flexibility, and novelty. The results of the climber's work on problem a (a), shows that the climber's subject is able to answer correctly as requested. The subject of the climber drew 2 different shapes of the garden, rectangular and triangular. The rectangular shape on the long side is given the size of 10 m and the wide side is given 20 m, after that it is calculated using the rectangular area formula. While the triangular shape, on the base side is given a size of 40 m and the height is given 10 m then then calculated using the triangle area formula.

The subject of climber in solving problems is able to achieve flexibility. Based on his work, the subject of the climber shows a different way of working with the answer to the problem a in making the garden shape. The subject climber chooses one of the garden shapes created in answer a, which is rectangle and then does it in a different way. The answer to problem a, the climber subject first makes the shape of the garden and then calculates the area (a). While the answer to problem b, students calculate the area first and then make a garden shape (b). The climber subject calculates the area of the garden shape using the rectangular area formula. The length and width of the garden shape is the same as the answer in answer a, i.e. 10 m and 20 m so that the area of the garden shape is 200 m².

![Figure 3. Work Results of Climber Subject Troubleshooting Tests](image)

Novelty can be achieved if the subject can provide at least one solution to the problem in a new or original way of his own idea, not imitate others, and not follow the pattern or rules given by the teacher. The subject of climber in solving contextual geometry problems is able to achieve novelty. Based on the work of the subject climber on problem c (c), shows that the climber subject can create a new form of garden in accordance with his own opinion, does not
imitate other subjects, and is not the same as what has been taught by the teacher. The shape of the garden created is a combination of a square and isosceles triangle. The shape of the garden is then calculated by using the area of the square area and the triangle area formula. Each side of the square is 10 cm so that the base of the triangle is 10 cm, while the height of the triangle is 40 cm. After the climber subject has determined its size, then the climber subject adds the area of the square and rectangle so that it gets the area of the shape that is made of 200 m².

Discussion
Silver (1997) suggests three key components in assessing the creativity of children and adults, namely fluency, flexibility and novelty. In the eloquence component, the quitter subject gives a variety of ideas in solving problems, but the ideas given are not right or not yet true. In the flexibility component, the subject of the quitter does not provide a way or strategy that is different from the method used previously to solve the problem, in this case the subject of the quitter re-uses the method used previously so that no visible difference in the method or strategy used. This is in line with the opinion of Dina, et al (2018) who revealed that quitter students use a strategy in problem solving and have difficulty in solving it. In the novelty component, the quitter subject generates new or unusual ideas that are made and are his own ideas when solving problems. The quitter subject also produces ideas that do not follow the pattern or rules given. But the idea he gave was not right. Therefore, the quitter subject is not able to produce something new in solving problems. This is because someone with a quitter type in dealing with problems is easier to stop (Stoltz, 2000). Furthermore Putri, et al (2019) revealed that students with low AQ have low creative thinking skills. Therefore, in solving geometrical contextual problems, the quitter subject cannot reach the three components of creativity. The results of this study are also supported by the opinion of Benu, et al (2019) who revealed that the quitter subject was not able to plan new solutions in solving the given problem.

The camper subject in the fluency component provides a variety of ideas in solving problems and the ideas they provide are of true value. In the flexibility component, the subject of the camper provides a way or strategy that is different from the way used before to solve the problem. In the novelty component, the camper subject generates new or unusual ideas that are made and are their own ideas when solving problems. The camper subject also produces ideas that do not follow the pattern or rules given. But the idea he gave was not right. This is because someone with the camper type is someone who has tried to face challenges to a certain degree and they choose to stop to enjoy the results (Stoltz, 2000). In addition, the work of camper subjects is influenced by the AQ they have. High or low adversity quotient of students greatly affect students’ answers in solving mathematical problems (Aminarti, Bistari & Nursangaji, 2016).

In the eloquency component, the climber subject in solving contextual geometry problems can produce a variety of ideas and the resulting ideas are true. In the flexibility component, the climber subject provides a way or strategy that is different from the way previously used to solve the problem. In the novelty component, the subject climber generates new or unusual ideas that
are made and are their own ideas when solving contextual geometry problems. *Climber* subjects also produce ideas that do not follow the pattern or rules given. The idea given is of true value. This is due to the high or low AQ of a person will greatly affect students' answers in solving mathematical problems (Aminarti, Bistari & Nursangaji, 2016). Therefore it can be said that the *climber* subject has a high AQ so that it can reach all components of creativity namely fluency, flexibility, and novelty.

**CONCLUSION**

Based on the results of the research that has been described, it can be concluded that the creativity of the *quitter* subject in solving contextual geometry problems does not show fluency, flexibility, and novelty. The creativity of subject *climber* in solving contextual geometry problems is only able to show fluency and flexibility. Whereas the creativity of subject *climber* in solving contextual geometry problems can demonstrate fluency, flexibility, and novelty. Based on the results of this study, some things the researchers suggested are (1) in giving problems to students to be solved, teachers should provide problems that have multiple answers or have multiple solutions so that students with the type of *quitter, camper, and climber* can develop their creativity, (2) when students are faced with a problem, the teacher should give more motivation and attention to students with the *quitter* type compared to students with the *camper and climber* types, (3) for the next researcher is expected to pay attention to the weaknesses in this study so as to minimize weaknesses in his research.
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